
A short story about problem solving, 
frustration, 3D printing houses and hopefully
getting something right

Humanitarian
Hackathons
Can you change the world in 60 hours? 

by Hugo Day (TE-ABT/FPS)



What is THE Port
• Ports are places where lots of things and 

people pass through every day

• A bustling mix of people from around the 
globe, technology, ideas and challenges

A bit like CERN and Geneva…

Can we combine CERN’s reputation for technical
and scientific excellence with the field experience
of Geneva’s masses of NGOs productively?

In the best of traditions; we put our
money (and time) where our mouths are!



An idea: Pier87 - ShelterX
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Initial Challenge brief (subject to change): Often there is a need for the rapid deployment of robust and 
secure housing for humanitarian relief. Currently tents and 
temporary shelters are transported as needed but could 3D 
printed alternatives be used as replacements or as 
supplements?

Mixture of competencies, backgrounds, 
experiences. Intentional to make sure teams don’t
suffer hammer-and-nail problem

Coaches for suggestions/project management
MENTORS – Contact and enlist people working the field to 
make sure we’re not reinventing the wheel and to give context

Moderators:



Our mentors
What kind of shelter
can we 3D print?

How will you
transport it?

Will 3D 
printing help?

Do the users
want it?

Is it cost
effective?

What is shelter?
- Not just a roof
- A place you feel safe
- Temporary and permenant
- Knowing how your loved ones are doing
- Knowing where you can get food, help, information

IDEA: A place where people can get
information, offer services and print it!
Let local people build it! (Parts must be
sourceable, cheap, not overly
complicated, functional!)



THE Port hackathon
- Great experience, can make a difference if you work

with others!
- Different experience; defining scope of project, realistic

objectives
- ENGAGING WITH END USERS TO MEET THEIR NEEDS
- >8 projects still active >6 months after hackathon
- People from 38 countries on 5 continents
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Can you change the world in 60 hours? No, 
but you can make a start


